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Motivation
• Previous works mainly concentrate on the target answers, ignoring intermediate 

entities' usefulness, which is essential for relieving the cascading error problem in 
logical query answering.

• These methods are usually designed with their own geometric or distributional 
embeddings to handle logical operators like union, intersection, and negation, with the 
sacrifice of the accuracy of the basic operator -- projection, and they could not 
generalize other embedding methods to their models.

• We propose a Neural and Symbolic Entangled framework, ENeSy, for logical query 
answering, which enables the neural and symbolic reasoning to enhance each other to 
alleviate the cascading error and KG incompleteness.
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Overall Aim
• Propose a neural and symbolic entangled framework that could 

alleviate the problem of cascading error.

Specific Objectives
• Design a model that can enable neural and symbolic reasoning 

support each other.
• Generalizing existing embedding methods to complex query 

answering.
• Train the model with link prediction task.
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Logical Operator
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Neural and Symbolic Entangled Projection Operator
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Other Logical Operators

intersection:

union:

negation:

First step:

Second step:
Turn the symbolic results to embedding like the projection operator
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Loss Function

Neural and Symbolic Ensemble Answering
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Learning Procedure

• Train with link prediction

Train the embedding of entities and relations. Loss function = L1
Train the MLP function. Loss function = L1 + L2 + L3

• Train with complex query

Based on the model train ed with only link prediction, use the complex query to 

fine-tune the model. Loss function = L1 + L2
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Q1: Do symbolic results assist neural reasoning in cascading error?

We compare the pure KE embedding model, and the query types are listed below the 
horizontal axis and we sort them by the length of the query which is the longest 
distance from the anchor nodes to the target node in the computation graph.

The MRR results of more complex queries significantly improve with query length 
increases. This demonstrates that the cascading error, which is the main limitation of 
multi-hop embedding reasoning, has been alleviated with the symbolic assistant.

Model Analysis
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Since we only evaluate the generalization ability of models with answers 
that could not be found by simply traversing KG, the traversing results are 
nearly zero (since the result is MRR, the number won't be an absolute zero), 
while ENeSy achieves better results than most baselines. 

The reason for this significant improvement from zero to almost SOTA 
performance is in the entangled process.

Q2: Does embedding results assist symbolic reasoning in KG incompleteness?

Model Analysis
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Q3: Is ensemble prediction of neural and symbolic results useful?

Ensemble prediction enables us to fuse the symbolic and reasoning results. 
As the figure illustrates, all the results of different group queries improve 
with ensemble. 

Model Analysis



Thank you!

Our code and data are available at: https://github.com/zjukg/ENeSy👉

Contact information: xuzezhong@zju.edu.cn, zhang.wen@zju.edu.cn

https://github.com/zjukg/Ruleformer
mailto:xuzezhong@zju.edu.cn

